Faq’s


Does it hurt?

This is the number one question…the simple answer is yes.
However, not quite as bad as your friends would have you
believe, As every persons tolerance to pain varies, once the
natural endorphins kick in the experience can even be pleasant.
Tattoo location also plays a factor, as areas with bone directly
under the dermis ie. Ribs, shins, globe, spine, pelvis etc. tend to be
less forgiving… areas with soft muscle tissue under the dermis
ie. Forearm, calf, upper arm, thigh etc. tend to be a good area for
a novice collector but if you opt for a big sprawling tattoo, you
are in for a ride anyway!!


How long will it take?

Tattooing is not a process to be rushed, as it is a permanent
medium. An average detail, hand sized tattoo takes roughly 2
hours to complete. Larger and more complex designs are usually
booked in 4 hour sessions, as multiple sessions would apply


What will it cost?

Our studio rate is $160/hr +tax. A minimum (40 min or less single
tattoo) is $100 + tax.
“ quality. There is hardly anything in the world that some men
cannot make a little worse and sell a little cheaper, and the
people who consider price only are this man’s lawful prey.” John
ruskin
“ good tattooin ain’t cheap and cheap tats ain’t good.” some
unsung badass tattooer
“ it’s kinda permanent.” Andrew eckford


How do I make an appointment?

To secure a date for your tattoo, you must first come in to the
studio for a face to face consultation… at your consultation,
your ideas/reference images will be discussed and a ballpark
quote on time will be established. From there we’ll find you a
time that works with both of our schedules. To secure the next
available date, a $100 deposit is required



I secured a date, but now I need to move it!

We understand everybody has a busy life and sometimes it gets in
the way of fun. We do call for confirmation of appointments the
week before. If something comes up, please respect the studios
time and try to let us know a.s.a.p with an inferred minimum notice
of 48 hours… violators of this policy will lose their deposit and
a new deposit must be received before any rescheduled
appointment… no exceptions


Can I use numbing cream?

Absolutely not!! We do not recommend nor endorse their use as
these agents only complicate the tattoo process and simply
don’t work very well besides. They will only interfere with all
the good stuff your body is equipped with. You can thank your
maker for that!! Be well fed, rested, and having a positive mental
attitude are all that’s really required. Don’t try to sneak it past
your tattooer… he’ll know…he always knows…
“tattoos are goddamn cool and not every motherlovin idiot
deserves one” the renowned lyle tuttle


What should I do to prepare for my tattoo?

These are a few suggestions to make your experience easier and
more enjoyable.
First of all, make sure to eat well before your tattoo as during
the application of a tattoo your body tries to protect you from
trauma, releasing endorphins which can cause your blood sugar
levels to drop, causing light-headedness, fainting, etc.. if this
occurs, we will tend to you and give you time to recover before
tattooing again.
wear loose clothing and be prepared, clothing wise, to give your
artist unrestricted access to the body location to be tattooed…
they will do their best to keep your clothing ink free, but don’t
wear your favourite clothes, just to be safe.
Please, don’t shave the area to be tattooed as it may cause razor
burn (increasing your pain). Leave that to the tattooist.
You may also want to zone out, so bring your favourite tunes you
can listen to with headphones or a device with movies. Usually
we’ll ask you what you’d prefer to hear as there will be some
necessary conversation


How long does it take to heal?

Typically, a tattoo takes a week to 10 days to slough the outer
layers (epidermis) and then a “dry” period wherein the tattoo will

even appear “plasticky”. This is usually 4 to 6 weeks. Some clients
state that their work takes 6 to 8 months to fully settle! It is not
prudent to re hit a tattoo until its at least 5 weeks old


I think I need a touch up?

Touch ups, though not uncommon, are usually due to healing
procedures…you will receive an after care sheet on how we
recommend you take care of a healing tattoo. That sheet comes
from many decades of healing experience. Please follow it
verbatim and you shouldn’t need touch ups. However, if it is
necessary, please show the tattooist, he will deem if its
chargeable or free…if it’s a case of a missed spot or the tattoo
heals a little light, then that certainly qualifies for a touch up.
However, in the case of really dense tattoo work (cover-ups,
solid black or colour designs) then this will likely be considered
ongoing work. it is always best to get a touch up done while
receiving a next tattoo (see what we did there?:)). However, if
that’s not possible, we will schedule a touch up appointment


Do you take walk-ins?

At this time we are operating on an appointment basis. As per
Durham health board COVID-19 protocols. In the future, we hope
to change this practice, however, we are doing our part with our
communities’ best interest in mind, so please bear with us


How old do I have to be to receive a tattoo?

We would prefer our client base to be 18 years of age and older.
However, minors will possibly be entertained on a case by case
basis, but only ever with parental consent and strictly only ever
with a custodial parent present during the appointment. it is
always with the tattooists discretion regarding placement and
subject matter


What if I change my mind?

Although we do everything possible to avoid wasted time, there is
always the possibility that alterations may be required last
minute in which case a little patience would be necessary ie.
Corrections, alterations, last minute additions… we also try to
avoid any miscommunication as to avoid assuming too much… you
need to communicate your idea/concept with as much
clarity/content as you can provide so as to avoid any mystery or
misunderstanding



Whataya mean I gotta be sober?

You need to be sober…anybody who shows up to their
appointment in a less than clearheaded state will be turned
away, no exceptions. You may not be: bezzed, facked, buckled,
torqued, tweeked, stunned, rocked, fried, zooming, drooling,
shorting out, sauced, pickled, drained, freeked, twisted,
embalmed, fuzzy, dancing, tunneling, talkin philosophy, vibrating,
chewed up and spat out, multiplying, astral travelling, folding
time interdimensionally, talkin to the wall, fucked down,
dropped, twinkled, warped… but maybe a little toasted is ok



What if I don’t like it?

Well then, you’re dumb. Go away

In closing, any queries surrounding topics such as: is the earth
round, does god hate me, how come I don’t understand game of
thrones, when is the appropriate time to castle in chess, when is
it ok to swear at a priest or a nun, do lawyers have souls, why
don’t we have gills, is it ok to mix patterns, what is ambergris, is
Hannibal wrong, what’s peter Gabriel really saying in that weird
song, is the sun really hot? Has anybody touched it, butter or
margarine, stones or Beatles, what are squid trying to say when
they do that weird dance, do plants dream, why is water trying to
wreck and save your life at the same time, what is the second
ruling for gooey cheese on the floor, why on earth would an
adult play a recorder, etc. these are all going to require some
serious chair time.
See ya soon!!

